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Abstract
In the modern world, wireless body area networks (WBAN) is projected to play a vital role in biomedical and psychologi-
cal applications. The practical implementation of WBAN technology surfer from various deployment issues that have to 
be dealt with. The more serious concern is associated with the energy consumption of these networks. Biosensor nodes 
continuously sense the signals and send the same to sink. Sending data to sink is an energy-consuming operation, so 
routing is done to optimize energy utilization in WBAN. The continuous data sensing and the transmission of information 
over long-distances result in huge energy consumption of these nodes. So, conservation of energy is the need of the 
hour. The main focus of the current study is to invise a routing mechanism that makes use of particle swarm optimiza-
tion based on metaheuristic algorithm along with the relay node selection based on distances and residual energies. 
Experimental results show that the proposed protocol strikes a perfect balance between minimizing the number of relay 
nodes (to be positioned on subject) along with the energy efficient WBAN.
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1 Introduction

Healthcare in today’s age has advanced to a new level. 
With discoveries every day, it is taking a unique shape. 
Critical analysis of the human body is required for early 
detection of diseases and their cure, and for this purpose 
advanced technologies are required. Wireless body area 
networks (WBAN) have shaped the modern-day medi-
cal facilities; they have been well received by healthcare 
industry due to their low cost and dependable network 
capabilities. WBAN enables the positioning of minus-
cule biomedical sensors, on, or inside the human body 
to examine vital body signs. The purpose of WBAN is to 
improve the pace, precision, and reliability of communi-
cation of sensors inside, on, or in the direct contact of a 
human body. The performance assessment of WBAN is pri-
marily conducted in terms of model-based studies [1–3].

With the mounting needs in ubiquitous communica-
tions and current advances in very-low-power wireless 
technologies, there has been significant curiosity in the 
development and relevance of wireless networks for 
humans [4]. The growing use of wireless networks and 
the stable efficiency of biosensors have empowered the 
expansion of WBAN. In these networks, a variety of sensors 
are attached either on the wear or on the body or even 
placed under the skin [5]. WBAN has tiny biosensor nodes 
which like other wireless devices have limited energy 
resources, hence it has become a necessity to make the 
proper utilization of the energy of these nodes effectively 
and conveniently for the long-term monitoring of human 
subjects [6–8]. Biosensor nodes continuously sense the 
signals and send the same to sink. Sending data to sink 
is an energy-consuming operation, so routing is done to 
optimize energy utilization in WBAN. On the other side 
two very paramount aspects raise a major objection to 
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the core architecture of WBAN: (1) reduction of energy 
consumption for the wireless data transfer and (2) sensor 
performance. The continuous data sensing and the trans-
mission of information over the long-distances result in 
huge energy consumption of these nodes. So, conserva-
tion of energy is the need of the hour.

With the objective of overcoming the above-mentioned 
issues, we propose an optimized protocol called PSOBAN.

In this paper, our main contributions are:

1. The proposed method uses a befitting accessory, 
termed relay (forwarder) node, which is appended 
to the WBAN, in the interest of gathering complete 
information from various nodes and circulating data 
through an optimal path to the sink, hence increasing 
the lifespan and improving the reliability of WBAN. It 
exercises a decisive influence in decreasing the energy 
requirement (to transfer data), which results in duplex-
ing the benefits of having relay nodes (1) shielding the 
human tissue from harmful emissions and other side 
effects (since number of deployed nodes is less), and 
(2) reducing the energy expenditure of these sensors 
(through optimal path). Each sensor node can route 
and relay information to the core node, named sink, 
for judgment and recommendation.

2. The original optimization PSO evaluates the best fit-
ness value of objective function after updating the 
velocity and position along with the verification of 
WBAN equality and inequality constraints. Finally, PSO 
evaluates each of the updated particles for objective 
functions and determines: (1) the best fitness value of 
objective function in body area network, (2) the ideal 
amount and proper deployment of relay nodes, (3) 
ideal appointment of sensors to relay nodes, (4) energy 
and lifetime of the network and (5) furthermore, the 
apt traffic (data-transfer) route for various scenarios.

3. PSOBAN algorithm is deployed in numerous practical 
WBAN scenarios and furthermore is tested in more 
generic topologies, at various cost functions, and is 
tested if PSOBAN can overcome WBAN related design 
issues.

  We moreover contrast our model’s efficiency to the 
highly esteemed and most remarkable methodologies 
in the literature, specifically with reference to the sta-
bility period, residual energy, path loss and through-
put of PSOBAN.

4. After conducting experiments, two points are very 
clear: (1) our model strikes a perfect balance between 
minimizing the amount of relay nodes (to be posi-
tioned on the subject) and increasing the energy effi-
ciency as well as lifetime of WBAN, furthermore (2) be 
a cost-effective WBAN reconfigurable (dynamic) algo-
rithm design.

2  Related work

To optimize energy consumption is the main concern of 
contemporary researchers while designing protocols for 
WBAN [9–14]. In WBAN, routing protocols have been cat-
egorized into mobility-aware, thermal-aware, link-aware, 
distance aware, etc. from the perspective of energy. A 
Thermal Aware Routing Algorithm (TARA) [15] is claimed 
to have the ability to optimize temperature and reduce 
the use of energy through the process of hot spot detec-
tion. A dynamic routing strategy is proposed [16], which 
uses a cost function with the selection of co-operative 
nodes so as to use energy efficiently. Biosensor location-
based routing protocol [17] is said to improve perfor-
mance and minimize delay by sending a number of cop-
ies of a packet to the destination through various routes. 
Environment adaptive routing (EAR) protocol, proposed 
in [18], for both single and multi-hop communication 
between sink and nodes are used by the authors. Multi-
hop communication results in delays in data delivery, so 
multi-hoping is not appropriate for emergency data. A 
distance-based energy-aware routing (DEAR) algorithm 
is proposed by Wang et al. [19], who have considered 
individual distance as the primary parameter for rout-
ing process in order to adjust and equalize energy con-
sumption among all the sensors involved, while taking 
residual energy as a secondary aspect for consideration. 
Elias et al. [20] have proposed a mixed integer linear pro-
gramming model for developing energy-aware WBAN 
design model. This optimized the locations for deploy-
ing the relay nodes and also optimized the data routing 
towards the sink node. Distance aware relaying energy 
efficient (DARE) protocol, proposed by the researchers 
[21], monitors the patients in multi-hop network based 
on distance by the sink position. For heterogeneous 
WBAN, Javaid et al. [22] proposed a new routing protocol 
named as M-ATTEMPT, which routes the data away from 
the Hot-Spot links. In this, the authors introduced mobil-
ity support, as there is uninterrupted mobility of human 
body which results in the extrication between the links. 
A cost function has been calculated in the protocol [23] 
by the authors for selecting the forwarder node, which 
is selected based on the highest residual energy and is 
located closest to the sink node. Ahmed et al. [24] pro-
posed a new energy-efficient routing protocol for WBAN 
in which nodes are placed according to their energy lev-
els. Multi-hop and direct transmission is used for trans-
mitting the emergency and normal data packets. Ahmed 
et al. [25] selected the route by prioritizing the route 
having the least number of hops for transmission of the 
data. This scheme uses a cost function for selecting the 
best route to the sink. Energy-efficient routing protocols 
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like topology-based WBAN [26], multi-hop based WBAN 
[27], medium access control based WBAN [28, 29], and 
priority-based WBAN [30] are proposed by the authors. 
In order to reduce the consumption of energy in an effi-
cient manner, various optimization algorithms [31–36] 
have been explored in the area of wireless technology 
[37–45]. However, such algorithms don’t focus much on 
WBAN.

Kennedy and Elberhart have introduced a new method 
[37] using particle swarm optimization for the optimiza-
tion of nonlinear function. This method is highly depend-
ent on the stochastic process. In modified particle swarm 
optimizer proposed in [38], inertia weight is introduced 
into original PSO. Vimalarani et al. [39] have used PSO 
for clustering and the selection of cluster head for mini-
mizing power consumption and proposed an enhanced 
PSO-based clustering energy optimization algorithm for 
WSN. Dhadwal et al. [40] have proposed a novel hybrid GA 
technique for optimized increase the search proficiency. 
For selecting the best route out of many different pos-
sible routes, genetic algorithm (GA) combined with PSO 
provides natural evolutionary process for this purpose. An 
energy-efficient routing mechanism is proposed by Wang 
et al. [41], which is based on genetic ant colony algorithm 
(GACA). This particular algorithm, divided into two phases, 
uses DEAR algorithm and GACA algorithm to balance the 
available amount of energy and to select the optimal path 
respectively. Andreagiovanni et al. [42] have presented a 
first robust optimization model that addresses the traf-
fic uncertainty in the design of body area networks with 
relays and single-path routing. Wu et al. [43] have used 
particle swarm optimization to find the location for posi-
tioning the relay nodes. The authors specify lower specific 
absorption rate (SAR) is used for the choice of path, which 
improves the success rate of packets. For generation of 

route from sensor nodes to the sink based on some para-
metric adjustment, under architectural constraints, opti-
mization to the routing approach is defined Sangwan 
et al. [44]. Kaur et al. [45] have proposed two protocols 
optimized cost effective and energy efficient routing pro-
tocol (OCER) and extended-OCER (E-OCER). In OCER, GA is 
used for optimization and applied to the multi-objective 
cost function with residual energy or selecting the optimal 
route. In E-OCER, inter-BAN communication is considered.

From the above-reviewed works, it can be compre-
hended that most of the authors focused on reducing 
distance and energy usage for designing algorithms for 
optimal path. This paper, along with these vital concerns, 
also concentrates on providing efficient routes for emer-
gency data transfer. The purposed optimization framework 
helps define the optimal position and minimum number 
of relays required in designing WBAN. This helps in reduc-
ing installation costs and increasing energy efficiency as 
well as lifetime for both multi-hop and single-hop (emer-
gency situation) transfers in WBAN scenario.

The classification of routing protocols in WBAN with 
reference to energy is shown in Fig. 1.

3  WBAN design model

WBAN design model represents the proposed WBAN 
optimization structure. A cost function of the proposed 
PSOBAN represents the routing objective, and a multi-
objective optimization technique is applied on the pro-
posed model. The proposed model (1) optimally finds the 
best solution for the proposed scenarios, and (2) studies 
and evaluates the effect of network parameters and thus, 
solutions are obtained.

Fig. 1  Routing protocols 
classification in WBAN with 
reference to energy
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3.1  Network model

In our scheme, eight biosensor nodes  (S1,  S2,  S3, …,  S8) are 
deployed on the subject. All the biosensor nodes have simi-
lar power and same computation capabilities. Sink node has 
been placed at the center of the human body. Each biosen-
sor node in this scheme performs different tasks.  S1 is used 
for BP;  S2 is used for temperature;  S3 is used for EEG;  S4 is 
used for lactic acid;  S5 is used for EMG;  S6 is for blood oxygen; 
and  S7 is for ECG and  S8 is for Glucose as per shown in Fig. 1.

As per the biosensor nodes deployed in the body, the fol-
lowing assumptions were considered:

(a) All nodes are static and used the bi-directional link in 
WBAN.

(b) Initially, energy distributed to each biosensor node is 
equal.

(c) Each biosensor node is aware of its distance from 
neighbor nodes and as well as from the sink.

3.2  Energy model

All the nodes in WBAN remain active all the time, so all the 
nodes need energy for sensing, processing, and transmit-
ting the data. For physical realization of the protocol, energy 
model proposed has been used. Energy consumed in trans-
mitting the data can be calculated using Eq. (1).

Energy consumed in receiving the data can be calculated 
as per Eq. (2).

(1)Entrans = EnT_elec × p + Enamp × p × d2

(2)Enrec = EnR_elec × p

In WBAN, data transmission takes place through the 
human body hence some losses may occur. The loss in the 
signal power as it travels from one sensor to another due 
to the attenuation of the human body is called as path loss. 
Hence to include the path loss, a difference coefficient n has 
been included in the scenario for overall energy calculation. 
The total energy consumed in transmitting the data after 
adding path loss, n can be calculated using Eq. (3).

where Entrans , Transmission energy consumption; Enrec , 
Reception energy consumption; EnT_elec , Energy required 
by the electronic circuitry of transmitter; EnR_elec , Energy 
required by the electronic circuitry of receiver; Enamp , 
Amplifier energy consumption; p , Packet size; n, Path loss 
coefficient; d: Distance from a source node to destination 
node (Fig. 2). 

3.3  Path loss model

The path loss depends upon various parameters such as 
varied thickness, the dielectric constant and characteristic 
impedance of the human body. This can correspond to a 
high loss due to the operating frequency band adopted 
by the nodes during their communication. Path loss may 
include the consequences which are associated with trans-
mission distance and the interaction of the wave with the 
physical objects during propagation. The total path loss 
during the data transmission can be calculated using Eq. (4).

(3)Entrans = EnT_elec × p + Enamp × n × p × d2

(4)PLoss = Ploss0 + 10log10

(
d1

d0

)

Fig. 2  WBAN architectural model
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PLoss : path loss, d1 : path distance; d0 : threshold distance 
(taken as 0.1) [23]; λ : the value of wavelength (0.125 m) 
has been used [16].

4  Particle swarm optimization algorithm

In 1995, a metaheuristic population-based optimization 
scheme was developed by Russell Eberhart and James 
Kennedy, named as particle swarm optimization (PSO). 
This was one of the most popular metaheuristic opti-
mization schemes that were inspired by nature [37, 38]. 
This optimization scheme was motivated by the social 
behavior of birds for searching food. Every bird shares 
the information with its further associates during their 
search for food. So, according to their individual best 
experience and the swarm’s best experience they carry 
on adjusting their route to get food for each entity. In 
the search space, all the birds fly toward the same route. 
Along the same lines, each particle keeps the stored 
record for all its coordinates, which relates to obtaining 
a better solution by following the current best particles. 
Steps in particle swarm optimization algorithm are as 
follows:

4.1  Initialization

In the first step, across the search space, the population 
is generated randomly using Eq. (6a) and initial velocities 
to the particles are assigned using Eq. (6b). In the search 
space, each particle space has its own location and veloc-
ity. Fitness value corresponds to the location of the particle 
in the search space, which denotes a possible solution to 
the problem. The speed and direction of the particles are 
represented by velocity and on the basis of this, in the next 
iteration, particle changes its location.

where Pos0
i
 , initial allocation or position of the particle 

i; vel0
i
 , initial velocity of the particle i; UB, Upper bound 

for search variable; LB, Lower bound for search variable; 
rand(), Random number between (0,1); NP, Number of the 
population (Population size of particles is chosen as 100); 
N, Total number of dimensions in the search space; * num-
ber of iterations taken is 100.

(5)where, Ploss0 = 10log10

(
4�d0

λ

)

(6a)Pos0
i
= LB + rand() ∗ [UB − LB]

(6b)vel0
i
= zeros(NP,N)

4.2  Calculation of fitness function

During the process of problem-solving, the fitness func-
tion is expressed as a mathematical expression. The fitness 
function for every particle is executed and its value can be 
obtained as per Eq. (7) depicted below:

where ffit , function of fitness; ffit(Loc
k
i
) , is the value of fitness 

for the particle i at the kth iteration.

4.3  Searching

In this step, the search process takes place in which each 
particle searches for its new position and finds the new fit-
ness value with respect to its position. Then new position is 
stored by the particles.

4.4  Update the position and velocity of the particles

Every particle has its own velocity and position. Each par-
ticle updates its location and velocity by using the current 
velocity and position of the  Pbest and  Gbest. The following are 
the equations that are used by the particle to update their 
velocity as per Eq. 8 and position as per Eq. 9:

where Veli,k , velocity of the i-th particle at k-th iteration; 
PosCurrent

i,k
 , current position of i-th particle at k-th iteration; 

PosLocal
i,k

(Pbest), local best position of i-th particle at k-th itera-
tion; PosGlobal

g,k
(Gbest), global best position of the i-th particle 

at k-th iteration; c1, c2 , acceleration coefficients for the PSO 
algorithm; r1,r2 , uniformly distributed random numbers 
between (0, 1).

A smaller acceleration coefficient increases the prob-
ability of finding the global best, whereas a large accelera-
tion coefficient speeds up the convergence and shortens 
the computation time, which causes the PSO to easily get 
trapped into the local best. So to get better solutions [43], 
sets c1 and c2 is fixed as 2.0 value. In the proposed protocol, 
the values for parameters c1 and c2 is 1.0 for achieving the 
best solutions.

The parameter w represents the inertia weight of the 
particles and depends upon the following mathematical 
relation:

(7)ffit ∶ Entrans = EnT_elec × p + Enamp × n × p × d2

(8)
Velk+1

i
= wVeli,k + c1r1

(
PosLocal

i,k
− PosCurrent

i,k

)

+ c2r2

(
PosGlobal

g,k
− PosCurrent

i,k

)

(9)PosCurrent
i,k+1

= PosCurrent
i,k

+ wVeli,k
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where weightmin and weightmax are the minimum and 
maximum values of the inertia weights. For the proposed 
algorithm, the minimum value of inertia weight weightmin 
has been taken as 0.2 and the maximum value of inertia 
weight weightmax is taken as 0.9 [43].

4.5  Update local best and global best

In this step, a comparison is made between the particle’s 
local best fitness value and the value of the fitness found 
by the particle in the next iteration. Value of the fitness of 
the local best solution is replaced by the current fitness 
value, only if the value of fitness of the current position is 
superior to the local best solution. Then a comparison is 
made between the new fitness value which is replaces by 
the local best fitness value with the global best solution, 
if the new fitness value is better than the global best fit-
ness value than global best solution is replaced by the new 
fitness value and update the position of the global best 
solution with the current new position. The mathematical 
expression is below:

where PosLocal
i,k

 , local best position of i-th particle at k-th 
iteration; PosGlobal

k
 , global best position at k-th iteration; 

PosGlobal
g,k+1

 , Global best position at (k + 1)th iteration; PosLocal
i.k+1

 , 
local best position of i-th particle at (k + 1)th iteration.

Algorithm 1  Particle swarm optimization algorithm

Step 1: Initialize the particles with ran-
dom position Pos0

i
 and velocity 

Vel0
i
 using Eqs. (6a) and (6b).

Step 2: Calculation of fitness value using 
fitness function f (PosLocal

i,k
) 

using Eq. (7) and find out Posk
i
 

local best position and PosGlobal
k

 
global best position using 
Eqs. (11) and (12).

(10)weight = weightmax −

(
weightmax − weightmin

)
iter

itermax

(11)PosLocal
i.k+1

=

⎧
⎪⎨⎪⎩

PosCurrent
i,k+1

, ffit

�
PosCurrent

i,k+1

�
≤ ffit(Pos

Local
i,k

)

PosLocal
i,k

, ffit

�
PosCurrent

i,k+1

�
> ffit

�
PosLocal

i,k

�

(12)PosGlobal
g,k+1

=

⎧
⎪⎨⎪⎩

PosLocal
i,k+1

, ffit

�
PosLocal

i,k+1

�
≤ ffit(Pos

Global
k

)

PosGlobal
k

, ffit

�
PosLocal

i,k+1

�
> ffit

�
PosGlobal

k

�

Step 3: Particle search for new location 
and velocity are updated using 
Eqs. (8) and (9) and the new 
position are stored.

Step 4: Local best and global best fitness 
value according to the best 
solution is updated.

Step 5: New position and velocity of the 
particles is updated.

Step 6: If the stopped criteria has been 
met or reaches at the maximum 
number of iterations then stop, 
if not then go back to step 3.

5  Proposed approach

In the development of WBAN, network lifetime and 
energy consumption are the two major challenges. This 
is due to the fact that in WBAN, recharging, and replace-
ment of batteries of biosensors attached to a human 
body may lead to one’s uneasiness. Hence, energy pres-
ervation is a major consideration in WBAN. So, deployed 
nodes require the optimized use of the battery to have 
extended network lifetime. All biosensor nodes send 
data to the sink through relay node. Biosensor nodes 
select a route that has least distance to the sink node 
and consumes less energy. In our proposed work, we 
have discovered the route for transmitting the data 
which is optimal and efficient. We have used energy 
model to calculate energy and path loss models to cal-
culate path loss in the selected route. PSO algorithm is 
used for finding the best route for data transmission in 
WBAN. The following are the main steps of our proposed 
approach to finding the best route.

The flow chart for PSOBAN protocol for energy-efficient 
routing is shown in Fig. 3.

5.1  System model

In the first step, a WBAN network is formed which has 8 
biosensor nodes and one sink node. All the nodes have to 
sense the data and transmit that data to the sink by finding 
the shortest route. An initially equal amount of energy is 
distributed to all the biosensor nodes for participating in 
the network communication. Biosensor nodes on human 
body are deployed as shown in Table 1.
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5.2  Initialization phase

In the proposed network, all the biosensor nodes are sepa-
rately prioritized. For nodes  S1,  S2, …,  S6, priority is set as 1 
while priority is set as 2 for biosensor nodes  S7 and  S8. The 
main idea is setting different priorities to  S7 and  S8 as they 
have critical data. These two nodes can send data directly 
to the sink. Other nodes that have 1 priority can relay data 
to the sink through the relay node.

In this case, node  S3 is to send data to the sink, the data 
can be relayed through nodes 4, 5 and 6. Next, the task of 

Fig. 3  Flow chart for proposed 
PSOBAN protocol

Table 1  Biosensor node’s 
deployment on the human 
body

Node Location (X, Y)

S1 (0.55, 1)
S2 (0.25, 1)
S3 (0.28, 0.2)
S4 (0.48, 0.25)
S5 (0.3, 0.5)
S6 (0.5, 0.5)
S7 (0.45, 0.13)
S8 (0.35, 0.9)
SINK (0.4, 1.1)
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the selected protocol is to find the best route or path from 
node 3 to sink. First of all, the proposed protocol checks 
for residual energy of node 3. If node 3 has enough energy 
for forwarding the data, only in that case this node can for-
ward the data to the next node. Otherwise, this node will 
be declared as a dead node and node 3 will not participate 
in further communication. If the node has enough energy 
for transmitting the data, then the next step is to select the 
relay node for selecting the route.

5.3  Computational phase

In this phase, if the selected relay node is node 5, it will 
be used only if it has enough remaining energy for trans-
mitting the data. In case, it is dead then some other node 
will be checked for the same on the basis of cost func-
tion. Suppose that node 5 is not a dead node, then it is will 
be selected as a relay node on the basis of cost function 
which is calculated by dividing the distance from node 3 
with the residual energy. Cost function (CF) is defined as 
the ratio of distance from the biosensor node to the sink 
and the residual energy of the sensor node [23].

The value of cost function is calculated by using particle 
swarm optimization. The same calculation for calculating 
the cost function of node 4 is made and a comparison of 
the values of both the cost function is done. A node that 
has the minimum value of cost function will be selected 
as the relay node and the same procedure will be applied 
for selecting the next node. This is worth mentioning here 
that the nodes that carry critical data will not participate 
in the selection process and thus will not act as a relay 
node. Hence, by following this procedure, finally a route is 
established with minimum value of cost function.

(13)CF(i) =
D(i)

RE(i)

5.4  Routing phase

In the next round, the same procedure is used for select-
ing the shortest route. At each round, our optimized 
protocol gives the optimal route in minimum time. After 
each round the matrix for cost function is generated and 
updated according to the remaining energy until all the 
nodes are declared dead. The nodes which are selected as 
relay nodes using cost function will give the shortest route. 
Moreover, the features of prevailing routing protocols are 
compared with the proposed PSOBAN as shown in Table 2.

5.5  Data transmission phase

In the last phase, data is transmitted from the source 
node to the sink by using the shortest route as selected 
by particle swarm optimization. Each biosensor on 
the path route with a minimum value of cost function 
is selected for data transmission as calculated by the 
PSOBAN. The flow chart for handling various WBAN con-
straints in PSOBAN shown in Fig. 4.

6  Results and discussions

To evaluate the proposed PSOBAN protocol and compare 
its performance with the existing WBAN routing protocol 
RE-ATTEMPT and the Random selection method, MATLAB 
R2013 [46] is used with the parameters for simulations as 
mentioned in Table 3. Key performance metrics for both 
the protocols are defined in the following subsections.

The following are some performance matrices:

1. Stability period: The time necessary for a network to 
complete its operation, i.e. till the death of the first 

Table 2  Comparison of PSOBAN with existing algorithms

Algorithms Network type Communication mode Technique used Dis-
tance-
aware

Energy-
efficient

Emer-
gency 
data

TARA [15] Homogeneous Multi-hop Finite-difference time-domain No Yes Yes
OBSFR [17] Homogeneous Single-hop Flooding Yes No No
EAR [18] Heterogeneous Single-hop Communication costs Yes Yes No
DARE [21] Heterogeneous Multi-hop Relay mechanism Yes Yes No
ATTEMPT [22] Heterogeneous Single-hop/multi-hop TDMA, Mobility No Yes Yes
M-ATTEMPT [22] Heterogeneous Single-hop/multi-hop TDMA, mobility No Yes Yes
RE-ATTEMPT [24] Heterogeneous Single-hop/multi-hop TDMA, CAP, CFP No Yes Yes
OCER [39] Heterogeneous Single-hop/multi-hop Genetic algorithm Yes Yes No
Proposed PSOBAN Protocol Heterogeneous Single-hop/multi-hop PSO Yes Yes Yes
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node. The time that is consumed, after the stability 
period, until the death of the last node is coined as an 
unstable period.

2. Throughput: The totality of packets that are success-
fully received by the sink.

3. Residual energy: The remaining energy at individual 
nodes, after enough utilization for network opera-
tion, is termed as the residual energy of the respective 
node.

4. Path-loss: The power that is lost while transmitting 
data from the transmitting to the receiving node is 
termed as path-loss. It is measured in decibels (dB).

The pseudo code as proposed for PSOBAN is imple-
mented for the routing of biosensors.

Fig. 4  Flowchart for the 
handling of various WBAN 
constraints
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Table 3  Simulation parameters for WBAN

S. 
no.

Parameters Description of parameters Value Unit

1 Energy Initial energy 0.6 J
EnT_elec for transmitter 16.7 nJ/bit
EnR_elec for receiver 36.1 nJ/bit
Enamp for amplified circuit 1.97 nJ/bit

2 Node Numbers of biosensors 
node

8 node

3 Sink positions At the center of the body 1 node
4 Current DC current for transmitter 10.5 mA

Dc current for receiver 18 mA
5 Voltage Supply voltage minimum 1.9 V
6 Frequency Total frequency 2.4 GHz
7 Wavelength Total wavelength 0.125 meter
8 Packet size Total numbers of packet size 4000 bits
9 Rounds Total number of rounds 10,000 round
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Fig. 5  Stability period: No. of dead nodes with respect to rounds (r)
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6.1  Stability period

In this paper, the proposed protocol is tested against the 
conventional RE-ATTEMPT protocol and also with ran-
dom (random selection) of nodes for data transmission. 
It can be inferred from Fig. 5, that the proposed protocol 
PSOBAN has better stability period in comparison to RE-
ATTEMPT protocol and random selection. It is because of 
the fact that in PSOBAN, the transmission only occurs from 
the nodes which have the least value of distance and have 
higher residual energy.

It is a fact that the nodes which only send emergency 
data die slower because these nodes aren’t selected as the 
relay nodes. In the proposed protocol, data is transmit-
ted discretely as per the requirement, and hence requires 
comparatively less energy than contracts.

In the case of RE-ATTEMPT and random selection, the 
first node dies at circa 2480 and 4500 rounds respectively. 
In PSOBAN, the first node dies at 3800 rounds but later on 
more stability is observed. The PSOBAN shows a far more 
significant improvement over the other competitors.

6.2  Throughput

Since WBAN has very vital data about the patient, it 
requires a protocol that has minimum package drop and 
a high rate of throughput. In comparison to RE-ATTEMPT, 
the proposed protocol PSOBAN achieves a higher rate 
of throughput, as depicted in Fig. 6. The number of live 
nodes determines the number of packets that are sent to 
the sink, which in turn leads to a higher throughput rate 
of the network.

As clearly depicted in the graphical representation 
below, the PSOBAN achieves a much higher throughput 
rate (circa 30,900 packets per 10,000 rounds) in com-
parison to RE-ATTEMPT (circa 22,000 packets per 10,000 
rounds) and Random selection (circa 30,700 packets per 
10,000 rounds) protocols. It is found that the protocol 
used by the researcher is more efficient in terms of 
energy consumption and stability.

6.3  Residual energy

Multi-hop mode of communication is deployed in our 
proposed protocol PSOBAN, in which a relay node aids 
the farthest node to transmit data to the sink. A relay 
node is selected on the basis of the cost function, which 
in turn contributes to saving energy in each round. This 
results into a longer execution period of the WBAN. 
In the case of the RE-ATTEMPT and random selection, 
some nodes exhaust early due to heavy traffic load on 
the sink. The multi-hopping technique, in the proposed 
protocol, selects a different relay node each round, 
which helps in load balancing on the nodes.

4.8 J of the total initial energy of the network is dis-
tributed amongst all the nodes present in the network; 
each node is given 0.6 J. The simulation results exhibit 
that the proposed protocol consumes lesser amount of 
energy up to 73% of the simulation time; this estab-
lishes that the nodes have more energy, during the 
stability period, to transmit more data packets to the 
sink. This helps to show that PSOBAN is highly energy 
efficient and with it, a higher throughput rate is achiev-
able, as shown in Fig. 7.
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6.4  Path‑loss

Path loss plays a vital role in the design and analysis of the 
link. Path loss is the result of the function of frequency 
and distance. It is calculated as the distance of the node 
from the sink at a frequency of 2.4 GHz. For practical imple-
mentation purposes, the path loss coefficient is taken to 
be 3.38.

Path loss excessively depends on communication dis-
tance, so the proposed protocol has used multi-hop tech-
nique; it remarkably reduces communication distance, 
which results into lesser path loss in comparison to RE-
ATTEMPT, as shown in Fig. 8.

At the initial stage, the proposed PSOBAN, RE-ATTEMPT 
and RANDOM protocol perform quite well. After approxi-
mately 2000 rounds, RE-ATTEMPT topology is depleted 
of its energy and after 3800 rounds, Random topology 
is depleted of its energy whereas the proposed protocol 
shows no such signs until 6100 rounds. The proposed 
protocol PSOBAN has higher number of live nodes, which 
result into a longer stability period and thus less cumu-
lative path loss. In PSOBAN, path loss is thus observed 
much later in the network lifetime. Our proposed protocol 
PSOBAN shows dramatic improvements by dropping the 
path loss to 109.2 dB. Comparative analysis of REATTEMPT, 
Random selection method and PSOBAN in terms of differ-
ent simulation parameters are displayed in Table 4.

7  Conclusions

This research proposes an Energy-efficient routing pro-
tocol for heterogeneous WBAN based on Particle Swarm 
Optimization Algorithm. It is evident from the name that 
this protocol is well aware of the distance between the 

different biosensor nodes and is also sensitive to the 
energy of biosensor nodes. The proposed protocol selects 
the relay node between the source node and the sink node 
by optimizing residual energy and distance using particle 
swarm optimization algorithm and transmitting the data 
packets in multi-hop fashion. For validating the accuracy 
of the proposed work, simulations have been carried out 
for the different parameters. The simulation results show 
that the proposed protocol performs better in terms of 
residual energy. The route is not only selected based on 
the number of hops in the route but on the basis of two 
main parameters- energy and distance.

8  Future scope

Also, in future research work, authors would like to work 
on a hybrid PSO-simulated annealing algorithm (hPSO-SA) 
in order to further improvise our results. The focus will be 
to optimize the energy consumption in WBAN using the 
hybrid approach.

The future studies may include the analysis of multi-
ple BANs having a mobile sink node. Implementing such 
mobility of sink protocol in WBAN, in which the sink itself 
gathers the data from all the biosensor nodes by finding 
the optimum path using an optimization algorithm, will be 
revolutionary. The main focus will also be on the reliable 
and secure delivery of critical information of WBAN data.
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Table 4  Comparison of various parameters for different protocols

a For 10,000 rounds

Parameters Protocols

RE-ATTEMPT RANDOM PRO-
POSED 
PSOBAN

First node died (rounds) 2480 4500 3800
Last node died (rounds) 8912 5400 8995
Throughput (packets 

received)a
21,523 30,700 30,900

Residual energy (J)
 At 2000 rounds 2.6894 2.6444 3.3661
 At 4000 rounds 1.6029 1.0002 2.2095
 At 6000 rounds 0.9041 0.4257 1.2652
 At 8000 rounds 0.3359 0.2394 0.3990
 At 10,000 rounds 0 0 0

Path-loss (dB)
 At 2000 rounds 422 370 372
 At 4000 rounds 260 110 372
 At 6000 rounds 260 110 372
 At 8000 rounds 210 110 109.2
 At 10,000 rounds 0 0 0
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